
Seamless deployment without 
agents - via integration with 
Google Cloud VPC Packet 
Mirroring, within minutes

Works out of the box, with pre-
trained Deep Learning models -

requires no human triage, and no 
learning delays 

Industry’s most advanced deep 
learning analysis, incl. header and 

payload, for cloud compute, 
storage and network

Agentless Security Value On Day 1 Malware & Threat Defense

Enable notification and invoke 
Google Cloud Platform controls 
to quarantine or terminate the 

affected workloads

Response Orchestration

Agentless Cloud-Native AI Security - Powered by Deep Learning

Cloud Threat Protection Challenges
Enterprise security practitioners are facing incredible challenges today with high demand to migrate
to the cloud. Specifically, many organizations are struggling to translate the policies and threat
protection from traditional network perimeter to their new cloud-based environments.

What’s even more challenging, cyber security is itself in a state of transformation. Hackers have
proven that they can evolve the threats faster than traditional signatures, intelligence feeds, and
sandboxes can deliver the defenses. As a result, security teams are in the unenviable position of
trying to take security tools that are increasingly outdated even in the traditional architecture, and
then try to migrate them to a completely new architecture that the tools were never designed for.

Cloud security tools such as CSPMs have limited coverage, surface a ton of “findings” of limited
value, and are oblivious to runtime risk and threats. Agent-based CWPP cannot be deployed
uniformly (particularly in managed services), are hard to manage, and they can be tampered with.
Legacy NTA tools, retrofitted for the cloud, provide partial context, fail to effectively baseline a
dynamic and ephemeral cloud environment, are noisy, and require extensive manual tuning.

Agentless Cloud-Native 
AI Security

Blue Hexagon next-gen AI, 
purpose-built for agentless 
cloud-native cybersecurity, 

delivers actionable 
visibility, real-time threat 
defense and continuous 

compliance for multi-cloud, 
multi platform and hybrid 

enterprises.

Agentless Cloud Security for GCP

Datasheet

Blue Hexagon Cloud Security gives you real-time
visibility & protection for GCP cloud by extracting
millions of traits from your compute workloads,
network and storage transactions, as well as cloud
activity, and feeding them to its deep learning engine
that can perform advanced threat detections. The
solution is agentless, deploys in minutes, and requires
no ”baselining” or ”alert tuning” unlike other products.
Since both headers and payloads (files) are analyzed
in context, attacker intent can be rapidly triangulated
and specific threats are identified & named. This
approach is far superior to pure anomaly detection
which cannot go beyond vague event correlation
leaving the root cause analysis as post-mortem work
for the already overburdened security analyst.

Blue Hexagon Agentless Cloud Security for GCP showcases an integration with Google Cloud Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) Packet
Mirroring feature. GCP Packet Mirroring for Virtual Private Clouds replicates VPC traffic captured at the network interface level of
Compute Engine (GCE) or Kubernetes Engine clusters (GKE) including full payload data for inspection by Blue Hexagon.

Agentless Runtime Cloud Security
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Blue Hexagon Cloud Security for GCP

Cloud threat models extend across a wide range including
unauthorized access, evasion, privilege escalation and
identity spoofing, account hijacking and abuse, insider threat,
lateral movement, exfiltration and data breach activities.

This requires multi-vector defense with 100% inspection for
threats across compute, data and network. Blue Hexagon
Agentless Cloud Security for GCP includes comprehensive
detection of malware, malicious insider activities as well as
storage data inspection, and orchestrated prevention in real
time.

As shown in Figure 1, Compute Engine or Kubernetes Engine
virtual machine instances can have their traffic mirrored and
sent to a collector load balancer within the same network
(VPC) / project or across networks / projects with appropriate
peering and policy configuration. The collector load balancer
aggregates the traffic and sends it to one or more Blue
Hexagon Cloud Security instances deployed in an autoscaling
capable managed instances group.

The Blue Hexagon deep learning powered platform can
detect known and unknown threats including zero days, in
less than a second and at near 100% detection rates. When a
threat is detected, Blue Hexagon will generate an alert via
Google Cloud Messaging which can then invoke a cloud
function to shut down or quarantine the impacted workload,
ensuring complete security for business-critical applications.

Features & Benefits
Comprehensive Visibility – monitor every packet and 
payload entering and leaving GCP Compute Engine instances 
(all OSes incl. Windows), Docker containers, GKE Kubernetes 
Engine nodes (including intra-node inter-pod traffic), and 
Serverless Cloud Functions – without deploying agents or 
instrumenting code.

Known and unknown malware - detects known and 
unknown variants of malware including zero-days at a 99.8% 
detection rate across a wide variety of payload types 
targeting a variety of OSes and CVEs.

Threat Actors and Activities - detects advanced tactics like 
network service mapping, data exfiltration over regular or 
alternate channels, resource access and abuse.

Malicious IP, Domains and URLs - deep threat Intelligence 
learns about the new malicious hosting and C2 destinations 
early because we detect new zero-day payloads early. These 
IOCs are then checked in every single network transaction 
occurring across 30+ protocols like DNS, HTTP, SSL, SMTP, 
SSH etc.

Orchestrated Response - when a threat is detected, Blue 
Hexagon can generate a notification to invoke a GCP Cloud 
Function to quarantine the infected workload, ensuring 
complete security for business applications. Notifications can 
also be sent to SIEM and SOAR platforms. 

Auto-Scaling - the solution supports auto-scaling and can be 
deployed with a collector load balancer to meet flexible cloud 
scale needs.

Real-time Verdicts - designed to detect threats within a second. 
The proprietary architecture of neural networks works seamlessly 
to deliver threat verdicts. Threat family information and predicted 
indicators of compromise are provided for deeper analysis by 
security teams.

AI-Explainability - delivers human understandable explanations 
via MITRE ATT&CK™ TTPs. These are delivered in real time as the 
threat manifests in the cloud. 

Seamless Deployment - unlike inline next-generation firewalls 
which require network changes to deploy in the cloud, Blue 
Hexagon Agentless Cloud Security for GCP can be quickly 
deployed for new and existing cloud instances without any 
changes or re-configuration.

Cloud Privacy - Blue Hexagon Cloud Security for GCP, along 
with GCP Packet Mirroring, is deployed in the customer’s VPC. 
Inspection is performed in real-time in the VPC, not in a separate 
vendor cloud, ensuring privacy requirements are met. 

One Dashboard - helps monitor and visualize threats detected, 
including kill chain and indicators of compromise, across all cloud 
and on-prem instances of Blue Hexagon Cloud-Native AI Security.

Figure 1: Agentless Runtime Cloud Security for GCP

Blue Hexagon is a deep learning innovator of Cyber AI You Can Trust™ to stop cyber adversaries and
malware at sub-second speed. The company’s next-gen AI, purpose-built for cloud-native agentless
cyber security, delivers actionable visibility, real time threat defense and continuous compliance for
multi-cloud, multi-platform and hybrid enterprises. Blue Hexagon deep learning models do not
require baselining and eliminate agents, learning delays, sandbox, and rules or signatures. Blue
Hexagon is headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA, and backed by Benchmark and Altimeter Capital.
Follow us @bluehexagonai


